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ABSTRACT:  

This paper introduces visible light communication (VLC) for cheap vehicle-to-vehicle electronic communication (V2V) used off the shelf LEDs and pic diodes. 

VLC may be a value effective methodology to integrate with intelligent transport systems (ITS) for road safety applications. light-weight from the brake lamps of 

a vehicle will be wont to transmit messages for emergency laborious brake, in order that the subsequent vehicle will take preventive measures to avoid accidents. 

A example V2V communication system is intended that has low quality and high dependability. Experimental analysis of the example shows that the system will 

sight laborious brakes from a distance of 20m and might give early warning to drivers following at the speeds upto eighty km/h, reducing the possibilities of road 

accidents. a brand new mode of wireless communication technology,  Communication that uses junction rectifier light as transmitter and receiver use is photo-

detector. Intelligent facility exploitation this VLC will facilitate to develop control that is eco friendly. In existing strategies, cellular networks were used together 

with short vary communication that is devoted that works on oftenness. As another to the current, a way of mixing Wi-Fi together with Li-Fi is planned in system 

that uses Intelligent Transportation. this mixture is why as a result of, total obliteration of RF-based technology isn't attainable however the 2 technologies might 

be used complementarily to make a lot of economical, future and inexperienced proof access network. during this paper communication between vehicle to device 

and the other way around and inter-vehicles communication fully with Li-Fi is planned. 
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Introduction: 

Large development of automobile vehicles road traffic technologies in each urban and rural areas were below the part pollution tie up, accidents, and 

poor traffic management. By 2020 [1, 2], road accidents are the key reason for the death. Since road traffic volume will increase day to day, accidents 

additionally increase proportionately. Advanced technologies square measure required to cut back this issue that ends up in unsafe for the general public. 

There developed technologies to observe and management vehicles thereby reducing congestion, traffic delay and accidents [3, 4].The Intelligent facility 

is that the technology that involves in developing the traffic management and therefore providing safe journey for each road and vehicle users. ITS apply 

communication and knowledge technologies to produce an answer to the current congestion also as different control problems. ITS is an integrated 

application of technology using advanced strategies using physical science, computers, and sensors. it's the voice of vehicles, improves fuel potency, and 

permits real traffic watching and analysis. The vital applications of ITS square measure road social control that is automatic, notification system for 

emergency vehicle , collision turning away device, stoplight sequence with dynamic and variable speed limits . Network Technology that uses conveyance 

Ad-hoc in ITS to boost its functioning. In VANET varied conveyance communication modes used like Vehicle to Infrastructure, infrastructure to vehicle 

and between vehicles to cut back accidents and fatalities. several advanced applications for road safety, rider data, services and vehicle optimisation were 

enabled by these modes of communications with existing capabilities. 2 authorities that coordinate varied parties to modify reliable and extremely 

economical technologies in future wireless networks were the ecu Union wireless communication and Mobile Enablers for data Society [5, 6]. light 

Communication (VLC) guarantees massive scale satisfactoriness thanks to its ability to produce localized, non busy, lightweight primarily based cells 

victimization unlicenced spectrum [4]. Recently, light-emitting diode has become quite common in automotive lighting as a result of its long service life, 

low cost, high resistance to vibration and higher safety performance. Consequently, VLC becomes a horny answer to appreciate V2V communication [5]. 

light communication (VLC) may be a powerful different to oftenness (RF). VLC is associate degree optical wireless communication technology that uses 

the non-regulated light waveband (400nm to 700nm). Implementation of VLC for indoor communication is a lot of sensible as folks living in urban areas 

pay most of their time indoor. This implementation of VLC will augment the present capability of information communication with use of same 

infrastructure that is already there. It may be utilized in places wherever RF could also be a hazard; like hospital, atomic power plants and different 

magnetic force sensitive areas. during this article, example of a VLC primarily based V2V communication system is mentioned. This paper is split into 

six sections that square measure as follows. Section two includes temporary introduction of auto to vehicle communication victimization VLC. Section 

three describes the specifications of this V2V system. Section four explains the example modelling and key parameters for its style. Section five discusses 

the check results of the example. Section six concludes the paper with some suggestions for future add the sector of V2V communication over VLC. 
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RELATED WORK 

IEEE 802.11p describe however communication takes place with a private DSRC spectrum channel, that imposes a replacement section set of demand on 

communication system by introducing operational mode of WAVE and IEEE 802.11 in BSS. benefits of multichannel operations, advanced security 

and alternative applications on higher layer [2].A promising technology for transport communication for safety measures, analysis of the performance 

impact of varied channel conditions done[2],impacts of energy economical packet error rate, rate of collision and roaring packet transmission 

with relevance outturn performance. In [4] capable of endeavor the severe interferences gift within the open based mostly road to developing wireless 

technology has properly chosen that may be a complete DSRC system for Intelligent System mistreatment combined digital technology along 

side reception diversity like unfold spectrum. this sort of DSRC system is operational in its basic kind with many mobile users over a distance of five 

hundred meters and for additional potency radio channel is classified. a replacement methodology in [4], that describes cloud-based computing in traffic 

managing system for metropolitan areas, therefore increasing the performance, travelers safety, and to scale back consumption of energy. For routing 

geographical addressing and cloud-based service discovery mechanism used, and outturn improves by this methodology. In paper[3] wide developed 

cellular network along side communications having device to device(D2D), may be a promising technique to support reliable 

and economical transport communications. Power allocation and Spectrum sharing focused on slowly varied info largescale weakening of channels. 

Across all V2I links uniform capability performance is on the market and its major disadvantage is high quality. transport networks like 

VANET that is one among the wireless networks used for transport communications on roads. This 

has additional reliableness however disadvantage is typical routing isn't doable. however in [9] overcome the demerit therefore by verify reliable routes 

for this mechanism to seek out vehicle info from the supply vehicle to destination, except for this latency may be a downside that is low. In [1], 

describe regarding a plan of web usage by light communication, which might provide the approach for communication to ascertain a sensible wireless 

network grid, underwater communication grid with mobile services. Standardization of GPS in cell phones and vehicles in traffic explained in [1].One 

of the main advantage is enlarged accuracy when put next to heavily hoping on cell info, in triangulation methodology. Lack of exactitude within 

the position and speed measurements is major issue. Long vary communication includes Worldwide operability for Access of Microwave 

s(WiMAX),3G,Global System Communication For Mobile were used for providing wireless access over long distance[7]In this WiMAX 

contain 2 varieties mounted and mobile, that cowl thirty miles of vary and 70Mbps knowledge rate[8]. Another technology that explained in 

[5] that's regarding WAVE and this idea of mistreatment TDMA mac to realize period constraints and it with efficiency delivers 

packets however mistreatment centralized approach and dead avoiding a collision. Communication with Bluetooth is employed by cluster of Special 

Interests )for short-range communication, this technology used for hard motion time, vehicle plate recognition systems 

and knowledge assortment by mistreatment 48bit management address for Media Access [6]. 

VLC ARCHITECTURE 

VLC addresses the visible region of the spectrum as a way of communication. The color spectrum of the electromagnetic wave is ranged between 380 

and 780 nm (400e800 THz). In general, application (APP), media access control (MAC), and physical (PHY) layers build up the design of a VLC system 

(comprising of transmitter and receiver) as illustrated in Fig.1 The essential physical parts of a VLC system are illustrated as a diagram in Fig. 2. during 

this system, the specified info is 1st reborn to a digital binary sequence that is then modulated in an encoder. Next, LED/LD works as a transmitter that 

converts the modulated electrical signal to Associate in Nursing optical signal. At the receiver finish, Associate in Nursing optical filter is placed before 

the lens to separate any unwanted signals. The lens then focuses the sunshine beam to send it to the photodetector. The photodetector then converts the 

optical signal to an electrical signal and sends it to an electronic equipment. The amplified reconstructed signal is finally decoded to extract the 

transmitted info. In recent years, however, multi-carrier modulation format like orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been a 

quite common thanks to enhance the info rate during a VLC link. during this modulation format, information ar sent parallelly through orthogonal sub-

carriers which may be modulated by its section and amplitude, specifically phase-shift keying (PSK) and construction modulation (QAM). counting 

on the amount of sub-carriers used and therefore the order of QAM, the info rate are often multiplied considerably. The macintosh layer during a VLC 

system controls the access of assorted users to the network. within the case of ITS applications, the users may well be vehicles, RSI, traffic lights, traffic 

signs, etc. Thus, numerous styles of conveyance VLC, like V2V, V2I, V2X, etc., are formed. Wireless-Fidelity technology is 

for native space networking that is wireless with IEEE 802.11e customary devices. Devices hook up with net via WLAN and Access purpose. wireless 

fidelity primarily based devices were using RF spectrum that is usually employed in device having Intelligent Transportation. however the 

foremost downside is RF may be a authorized spectrum. Light-Fidelity technology may be a  part of actinic radiation spectrum 

Communication, that use color spectrum for operating medium. Introducing this VLC in ITS are Associate in Nursing eco-

friendly methodology, however presently used technology can not be simply replaced. Here safety info contained messages transmitted between vehicles 

by estimating the braking info, acceleration info, and distance between vehicles, temporary state of driver and conjointly info regarding alcoholic 

consumption of driver to the control system usage of Wi-Fi technology. traffic light message was transmitted to vehicles used Light-Fidelity technology. 

Thereby reducing the usage of Frequency of Radio and Wireless-Fidelity access points serve massive coverage space along side restricted information 

measure, and so prone to traffic overload This issue gets additional increased with an additional range of users thanks to the medium 

access unskillfulness management in Wireless-Fidelity systems. using Light-Fidelity will manage this issue by providing further capability. 
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FIG.1. Layers in the VLC architecture. 

                                                         

 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Visible Light Communication has many alternative applications therefore utilized in necessary traffic info broadcasting in V2V and I2V mode. In [7] 

analyzing for VLC for installation by usage of image detector with 2- Dimensional traffic lights based mostly light-emitting diode similar 

temperament for broadcast in I2V mode of communication. The emitted light-weight from traffic signal modulated and this modulated light-weight is 

detected by receiver that is fastened on head light of auto that contain image detector which give safety info to driver relating to traffic.VLC transmitter 

used here is electrical device victimisation associate degree electro-optical that transmit message victimisation visible radiation spectrum over wireless 

medium. At receiver aspect same sort electrical device is use that receives the data, that is in modulated type is born-again into electrical signal which 

will be processed by detector decoder. Here each Wi-Fi and lifi electronic equipment for transmitter is fastened on light and individual receiver on 

vehicles. however in vehicles contain each of transmitter and receiver that's head light-weight of auto act as receiver for the message signal coming 

back from the transmitter that is fastened in existing light. just in case of infrastructure to vehicle communication light is transmitter and light of 

auto that is beneath Field Of read of the receiver. Whereas for vehicle to vehicle communication tail light-weight of 1 vehicle act as a transmitter and 

head light-weight of auto behind the primary one act as receiver. practicality of every block represented next. 

Microcontroller scan information from management station. info is transmitted to the traffic light and VLC transmitter that is inserted in traffic 

light. therefore info is passed as signal to vehicles. Here the system is classified to 2 elements section A describes regarding light-weight Fidelity 

communication and section B describes regarding wireless communication. Section A is for light and vehicles and B for transport communications. 

The example is in a position to produce message and management services, particularly it will transmit associate degree code message outlined by the 

user, and understand the amount of packets and code messages that were with success received. A VLC transmitter is associate degree electro-

optical electrical device device that transmits info victimisation visible radiation waves over the free area optical medium. The input file (ASCII 

message) is received through a universal asynchronous receiver/ transmitter (UART) terminal so keep within the MicroBlaze (FPGA soft processor core) 

memory. the info is then transferred to the DSSS electrode core through a handclasp protocol, victimisation general purpose input output (GPIO). within 

the DSSS electrode core, the message is assembled into a frame comprising 5 fields as pictured. The ensuing frame is then modulated with 

SIK that produces the PN sequence once the frame information bit is ‘1’ and its complement once the frame information bit is‘0’. To simulate 

the communication beneath totally different status, associate degree additive white mathematician noise (AWGN) block is additionally enclosed. This 

block is disabled throughout real state of affairs tests. Synchronization is managed by the clock generator block that provides all necessary clock signals 

to the various stages. 
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FIG.1. VLC BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

SIMULATION RESULT AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULT 

Through technique the results of the performance analyzed. This model was run with i) traffic data between light and vehicles ii) safety messages 

between close to vehicles. The output is envisioned on virtual terminal. The messages concerning traffic to vehicles. This helps the drivers to 

grasp concerning that path is busy and that path is open. this is often done victimization light. during this light-weight to vehicle communication once the 

traffic controller system is switched ON then the data concerning that path is open is given to the controller and controller send this information to the 

VLC transmitter and this transmit details to vehicles using junction rectifier light. For vehicle to vehicle communication sensors connected offers data to 

Digital used converter to urge digital values. Controller stores this worth and transfer to LiFi transmitter and via this data send to LiFi receiver. The buzzer 

is switched on once consumption of alcohol or eyes are closed being detected by physiological reaction sensing element. And different data can show on 

LCD display. each scene contain receiver section accommodates exposure diode like photo detector using element or a infrared detector. 

The exposure detector collects the knowledge supported sequence of 0s and 1s.The demodulated signal sent to filter to destroy ripples and noise. this is 

often then amplified using signal amplification mechanism. This output is given to output device. 

CONCLUSION: 

A conceptual style framework for the mixing of rising actinic ray communication in intelligent transportation systems design is mentioned. Given the 
deserves of VLC systems, it's expected that VLC will play key role in road safety applications. during this work, LiFi construct had been introduced with 
existing trends of transit for infrastructure to vehicle communication by exploitation traffic lights with diode organized in array format. The planned 
system includes a resolution with value effective to scale back accidents. the small print and style tips of system were explained at the side of construct 
illustrated by sending knowledge using LiFi model. 
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